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At

the preslt time, the 50,1arge*wschool
,

districts in this coun-

try serve one sixiikof all publicly educa ted students. If one includes

priu#te school students and those who do not finish dieie education-,

these y
4*.
rban districts-embrace- -one quarter of the school=age population

(Gappert, 19814. It is painfully apparent that education in the urban
.

community has impacted and will continue to impact greatly on theluture

of education in th.s country.

If is Ahe intentIon,oethis monograph to examine the state-of-the-

art of both pre- and.in-serviceeduoation as it relates to the u rban

. community. After a brief review of the three most recent decades of
.1

ae4

education in urban communities and teacher education's respohse; And an
.

examination of teacher And school effectiveness factors, this report

will take an indepth look at the preseei status of bottilpre.: and in-
-

service education in this country. Based.upon available data, sugges

and predictions as to the future needs any thrsts of urban e'duca-
.

I tion will be-offer00.

°

Ar Rart.of the developcsntolthis monograph, the authors surveyed

institutions. of higher education and urban school districts throughout

the United States for information on current pre- and in-service educa-

tion programs that are responsive to the needs and'conditions of urban

schools. Information culled from the two surveys is found in a compan-

ion publication titled: The Preparatioa,of Teachers for the Urban'

Schools: Selected Programs Offered by Institutions of Higher Education

aqd Urban School Districts. (Urban Diversity Series, Number 81, Partin).

1
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I. A Retrospective Wok at Education in the Urban Environment

A. Overview

ads not universIlly. accepted.that there needs to be or should

be a unique and specffic preparation of teachers for urban schpols.

Should teachers, instead, be trained to accommodato any teaching environ-

1
merit and/or situation?' This latter.-apoach appears to be highly'simplis-

tic; it is similar to the view, as described 10V Ornstein'(1982), that

urban problems are "annoyances and inconyediences." Generic teacher

training does not recognize the major changes of thelast 30 years that

spedifically affected education in urban schools: the 1950's court deci-'

sions that established the legal base for.the destruction.of the de jure

dual educational systems eAistfng ip some communities and that led ulti-
.

mately to the use of busing for desegregation pUrposes; the 1960's with

the "War on Pove'rty," massive federal funding (for example, the elemen-
I

di
tary and Secondary Education Act.of 1965, especially Title I that focused

on children from low - income families, Bilingual Education, Head Start,a.nd'

Follow-Through), Massive changes in the nature of student populations,
/' -------....

. . ,

the development of alternative schools, and the general social unrest
CP

that existed in the country; and the 1970's in which, there was continued

-

federal funding (although by the end.of the decade the level of federal

funding was beginning to change), a reduction in the urban school' tax

base, the beginning of the decline of the school-age population, teacher

surplus's, the absorption of many of the changes created in the 1960's,

expansion of the magnet school concept, a general evaluation and re-

evaluation of education in the urban environment, and a recognition that

education in the urban environment, and a recognition that education cannot

O
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solve the social problems of an ever changing urban society--problems

for which solutions can be found only through the cooperation of many

segments of the society.

Although de jure segregation was declared unconstitutional in 1954-

55 (Brown I, May 16, 1954;. Brown II, May 31, 1955), actual,desegregatIon

within the nation's schools did not occur in earnest until the next de-
.

cade. The Supreme Court decision to uphdld busing as a means of deseg-

regation (Swannul. -Charlotte-Mecklenburg, April 26, 1971) facilitated

this thrust. It should be noted that an ensuing Supreme Court decision--

restricted the full use and potential of busing as a tool for desegrega-

tion (Milliken v. Bradley, July 25, 1974): However,,these court declr

sions did have-an impact on the qatuteof students found in the urban.

'schools. Considerable middle-class (predominantly white) flight to su-

burbia occurrei before and during school desegregation.(Pe4igrew and

Green, 1979; Rossell: 1979; Ravitch, 1979). Consequently, by the erjd of

the 1970'S, the urban schools were inherited by the poor, the blacks,

and other minority groups (especially non-English-speaking minorities

who had recently migrated to the United States). .There was an ever-

increasing social-racial imbalance between the.urban school and its

surrounding community school population.

Not only were teachers facing different- types of children, b..t the

entire urban environment had changed. These changes were bound to affect

1.

the claisroom and school. 'Middle-class 'fligh t" redulted in an urban

tax drain. There was a depression,in'the tax rateables of urban cOmmuni-
.

ties - -one of the' traditional sbuttis of tax support for the urban schbols.'

Also, there was a change in the political makeup of the c ities. The

middle-class dominance was being challenged by those who no longer grew

.
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up` in "- traditional" cultures and socialclass. New demands from the

challengers were being telt not only ty city government, but also by'

the urban School structure.

During the 1960's and 1970's attempts were made by schools to meet.

' the needs of the changing urban environment. During the decade df the

late 60's and early 70'9, alternative schools developed in many urban

o
school. districts. Prohhbly one of the most famoud of these is the Park-

way School in Philadelphia.. Even within schools, at that time many

,alternative programs such. as reading intervention 'centers, bilingual

programs, and gifted-and talented programs were made available.. There

were alternative programs that-were single, mission in.nature too,4for

example, consumer eduCation, teenage parenting, career education, -out-

door education, and even "traditional" back-to-the-basics programs.

Although expanded for desegregation purposes in the 1970's (Grant,

I982; MCIntirt,4llughes, and gay, 1982), the magnet schools have estal-
.

lished themselves as an important educational/cdtriculir school organi-

zation in many urban communities.' Schools for student's wio want to work

in clothing and textiles, visual and performing arts, science and mathe-t
mat c , and even farming are avagable in some cities. M(Pt often these

go

schools ate available to students regardless of where they live in the

city.

ft

In a further attempt to meet the changing educational and political

needs ot.theturban.community, school 'stricts such as New York City and

Philadelphia attempted to decentralize their district-wide administration.

At the same time, community action groups, taking their lead from the

"War on Poverty" (0E0), became both political and social forces in major

cities and in the schools. As a result, oftentimes an antagonistic

/'
- 3 -



situation arose between the urban schools and the community.served.

reaction tO this unsettling climate and to defend themselves,' teacher

orgapizations began-to act in a more militant fashion. Teacher strikes

occurred in major cities; these strikes were a function of changes in

---"both teacher economic conditions, and social-political power struggles

within the district's urban community. Such antagonisles and conflicts

served to illustrate, the gap that, existed between the community and the

schoold, make each. group more defensive and often more militant, and

disrupt schools and teaching. Conversely, these situations tended to

illustrate the changes in the structure of.the community, bring out, the

different perceptions groups had about the goals of education in the

urban community, create dialogue (although at times hostile) Yftween

tfe commpnitt and the schools, ancrfocus on,the uniqueness of urban

schools and urban teaching. A

Such drastic changes in urban student populations and teaching en-

vironment are not unique to tnis time period. Our history shows these-

phenomena to have occurred before.' Atfple turn of this century an inn.*
-

of non-English-spealcing immigripts rendered the urban schools Aneffeet-

ual, not only in terms of what was being taught (the curriculum) but also

in terms of how it was taught. 'Althongh there were curricular changes
)

toward practical education (for example, ;he study of mathematics became

more functional and applied, and recognition that children from non-

English-speaking families might have some problems, the educated middle

class still controlled and wielded power in the schools. The change in

the urban community- in the 1960's an4 70's reflected an absence of a

large middle class, politically as well as economically and socially.

In addition, teacher status within the community has declined.

- 4 -
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. Immigrants at the tu rn of the century generally reflected the existing

middle cla'ss respect for the instructor. Miller, as cited by G'appert

. (1981), indicates that in the 1960's and 70:s the social distance bet-

ween students and teachers had broadened. Their home communities are

very dissimilar as are their value and expectations. Today's minori-
0 .

.

ties ed urban poor still view t'a he.schOols'tos a,means of economic and
. .

dial survival. However, expectations of the present urban population

demand a new relationship between schools anu the populattion served and

between teachers and the students taught--that is, there is a greater

. -

demand for shared decision making in urban school's. The new relation-

ship has affected,the urban school and consequently the classroom teach-

er.

The large federal intervention strategies of the 196G's and earl),

70's (such programs as ESEA Title I, Head Start, Follow Through, and so

on) were Araluated during the last decade. Passow (19E2, pp. 520-521)

rePtrtee"a mixed bag" of results for the Title I prograis and positive

3 .

results for pre-school education programs. The Consortium for Longitu-

dinel_Studies completed a study of Head Start, and their findings chal-,.

lenged the negative Westinghouse findings (Levis, 1982; Fassow, 1982).

tleoo-o-

dents from large urban communities can achieve at aid above the national

They found that Head Start children were less likely to be placed in

'special classes, or to be retained in grades, and were achieving more in

mathematics. Paesow also reported that in 1981 large school districts

found their students in the lower grades (r-8) achieving on standardized

tests at, the national average or above in greater numbers than in the

early 1970's. The question of whether the'results are a function of ,

'federal intervention strategies is moot; what is important is that stu-

s

.11 5 to.



average.

It was during the 1970's that the school-age popuLation,began to

decline as a result of the declining birth rate of the 1960's:, The

teacher shortage of the 1960's, with its influx of new teachers and new

ideas, had become, in the 1970's and in the 1980's, a teacher sfirplds

(Frankel, 1978; Grant and Eiden, 1981). Urban schools are not hiring

new teachers and many are RIFing (reduction-in-force) tethers because

their funding i5 based on enrollment and the student population is not

there (6fenbein, 1978). In the 1950's and the 1960's, -the average teach-

er was leaving the profession after only 3 years of practice. This is

nnt'tht case today; it is not uncommon for school districts to have ave-

rage "employment ages" of k2-15 years. Such a situation can lead1to

educational stagnation and a lack of infusion of,new ideas, since new

teachers ares'not being hired. Urban school districts are not only losing

the.inpovations of the entering teacher, but the older teacher is faced

-
t

with new problems not addressed in earlier training. Clearly, the aging,

teacher population and the contracting employment market affects teacher

"education in two ,ways:. (1) a weak employment market has affected the

number and quality of individuals? entering pre - service teacher education

.

programs (Weaver, 19P1),and (2) there is greater stress byluniversities,

colleges, and school districts on in-service educatiOn.

B. Teacher Education Responses

University and college teacher education has responded to the

. changes in urban schools by offering programs in bilingual education,
0

integrating multicultural education into pre- and in-service teacher

education programs (particularly NCATE approved programs), and offering

- 6 -
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/1
extensive pre-service experiences in urban settings.

In the 1970's and early 1980's, universities, colleges, and school

districts developed extensive in-service thrusts in reaction to the

changing urban environment, the "graying" of the teacher staffs in ur-'

ban schools, and the needs as perceived by teache'rs themselves.

In spite of teacher education attempts to meet the urbiin challenge,

it appears that urban education in the foreseeable future will remain in

a state of flux, due to a great extent on the nature of the urban commu-
,

n ty and the myriad of problems and factors that affect the urban commu-

ity and consequently affect urban schools. Educators have yet to fully,

define and/oilappreciate the social, economic, and political factors

that impinge on urban education. Much of 'elle failure to recognize such

factors is historical.inilature. Educators are just now beginning to

recognize them (Chase, 1978, 1980; Ornstein, 1082; Passow, 1982; WAtsoft,

1979) and are urging their colleagues to join other facets of the urban

society in solving problems and developing urban policies. Such an

approach has been summarized by Chase (1978):

1. Urban schools insist be viewed as an integral part of other
systems. This ecological perspective would include the
political, economic, and social arenas.

2. At-present, there is little consensus about the development
pf priorities fdr.the'revitalization of urban education as
a component of urban policy.

3., Prospects for a new wave of urban reform are brighter--many

inner cities are going through some revitalizations. Unfor-
tunately, it is too soon to assess the impact of this pheno-
menon upon the urban public education scene.

C. Summation

Urban schools across this country have endured drastic changes

in the last 30 years. Unlike similar occurrences at other junctions of



. our history, this shift has resulted in some permanent structural chan-

..,

ges in the fabric of urban education. Chase (1978) summarizesathe si-

tuation most succinctly:

1. There has been a loss of population, wealth, and jobs in
urban areas.

2. Cities have had to absorb large numbers of new,minorities
and high-need individuals.

3. Court-ordered desegregation has been a factor of contention.

4. Test scdrps have emerged as political indicators of school t

performance.

5. A very complex and diverse funding schematic has developed.

6. Resources are declining--this seriously affects budgetary
considerations.

Urban education of the 80's necessitate unprecedented support.

Crises, such as those that occurred in Chicago, New York City, Cleve-

land, and Boston all forced state intervention. With changes in fede-

ral funding Ad intervention strategies, it is projected that the

state's role in urban education will, by neceity_z_increase. Broad-

based local support and leadership will also have to assume more of a

role in the improvement of education in the urban environment as we

move further into 'the 80's.

II. Teacher and School Itfectiveness Factors

A. The Effective Teacher

The 1970's saw an increased interest in teacher effectiveness

(Feiman, 19 ; Gage, 1977; Lanier and Glassberg, 1981; Medley, 1977,

1978). One a proach used in the research on teacher effectiveness is

called process-product; that research focuses on the relationships of

teachers' behaviors in the classroom to student outcomes.

- 8 -
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Process-product studies are correlational, with independent varia -'

bles being specific teacher behaviors and dependent variables'beng stu-

dent performance measure; (Rosenshine and Fur'st, 1971; p. 42). As

reasonable as the approach appears, there are many problems in trying ta

relate general and broad experiences generated by process- product studies

(Brophy and Evertson, 1974; Fisher et al., 1978; Good andCrouws, 1975;

McDonald et al., 1975; Rosenshine, 1976; Soar and Soar, 1972) to meaning-

ful and specific generic teacher behaviors The least of problems is

the very nature of process-product studies. They tend to be restrictive

( in their scope and design (for example, limited generalizatJ.ons; not ex-

perimental, thus "cause and effect" are difficult to isolate). In addi-

tion, it is rate that such research (or for that matter, most quantita-

. eive educational research) can identify specific teacher actions and

behaviors (Borich, 1979; Taylor, 1981; Zahorik, 1981). Yet, process-
.

product research has helped to focus teacher effectiveness research, and

it has called into question many long held beliefs of teacher educators

and classroom teachers.

For example, Rosenshine and Furst (1971, pp. 54-55) reported'that:

(1) clarity, (2) variability of teaching methods and modes, (3) enthusia-

sm, (4) task orientation on the part of the teacher or having a business-

like behavior, and (5) student opportunity to learn (particularly cogni-

tive learning) were significantly related to learning. Use of student

ideas end /or teacher indi-ectness, use of criticism, use of structuring

comments, use of multiple levels of discourse, probing, and perceived

difficulty of the course were less important variables. In fact; in-

creased criticism caused decreased achievement. Such prized virtues

in teaching as nonverbal approval, praise, warmth,"ratio of indiredt,

- 9
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to direct teacher behavior4V6flexib'liey, teacher talk, student talk,

student' participation, student/teacher intwfaction, absence (teacher,

student), teacher experience, and teac4er knoWledge of subject were ntt

shown to have a signIficant effect _on student achievement.
tt

Researchers in the later 1970's began to cull, from Ole pro s-

product research and other types of research, broader behaviors that

p mark the effective teacher, rather than continuing to focus on very spe-

cific behaviors. Borich (1979) reviewed the major process-product
0

search cited,by Medley (1977) "in his review of 289 such studie4s. He

found that: (1) teacher questioning should focus on student needs;

(2) there is definite value in teaching a class as a whole; (3) special-

ized tests and daterials have value in the classroom; (4) lower SE

children benefit more from praise than do higher SES children; (5) rules

in the classroom-should be flexible; (6) teacher control of student re-

sponse and more teacher structure of §tudent behavior proved to be bene-

ficial to lower SES than higher SES children, while greater control had ,

a negative effect on higher order "cognitive.learning; .(7) teacher-

student interaction had a positive effect during group instruction and

negative effect under non-group instruction; (8) low SES students bene-
at

fited 4Ore from highly affective teachers than did higher SES students;

(9) time-on-task behavior 8f.studenis is, important; (10) students should

be encouraged to ask questions; (11) teacher clarity is important--

depending on the subject'matter; (12) getting and keeping'student atten-

tion is extremely important and finally (13).thp type of .feedback a

student receives from a teacher can affect achidVement, with aedback

it

on substance (cont nt) being positive while feedback Affect on noh-
-,

substantive concern is a function of the context and type (Borich, 1979,

-10-
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p. 84). McCormick (1979) found that effective elementary teachert-in

Delaware (grades 1-4) understood the content (structure an substance)

being taught. They were able to develop appropriate objectives, knew

how to reach these objectives, and were better prepared (in terms of

content). Those effectiye teachers better underitood the unique needs

of their children and taught at a level appropriate to the children.

They also knew and implemented approachds and strategies based on learn-

,-
ing, c ated a concerti for learning, used practice, encouraged students,

and so on.

Brophy (1979) found that teachers do make a difference in the class-

room and that certain teachers are more effective than Others. Generic

teaching skills (the base for many teacher educatiod programs) are hard

to isolate and identify--what is effective in one situation may not be

effective in another. Time -on -task for students, as well as for teachers,

is very important in, the pra-Uction of learn4ng Well planned classroom

time is crucial; more time should be spent on productive activities with

less time on transiaonai activities that'could generate confusion and

possible classroom management problems. "Direct instruction" by the

tfacher, .as opposed to peer instruction and self7instruction, oentri-

butes to learning. Wokking with whole classes (particularly in the up-

per.elementary grades) is important. In the lower grades, small group

instruction it effective. Being Ousinesslike in .task orientation con-

tributes to effective instruction. That is, students and teacher focus

on the lesson, students are actively involved in the lesson--whether at

the board or at their seats. The teacher monitors progress"and provides

immediate, feedback. The pace is continual, but geared to the needs and

abilities of the students. Asir: mastery teaching or programmed instruc-



tion, moving from.one objective to another involves steps that can be

,
. ..

. mastered easily. Teaching in the earlp.grades requires more: small.
, . .

group instruction, teacher circulation in the classroom,' individualized

instruction and attention, recitation and drill, praise and effective

teacher behavior, and lower cqgnitive level activities.

The resilts found by Medley (1977) reinforce thoio stated by Brophy:

effective teachers require more3time-on-,task by their.sttldents than the

less'effective teachers; effective teachefs spend mote time With large'

group instruction and less rime on seatworkAt independent small group

instruction; when there is independent work, the effective teacher is
.mo

there supervising the students and helping those who need help; .they'

(more effective, teachers) ask lower -Ivel questions and reduce student

initiative; interaction in the classroom.is not complex; effective

teachers maintain a supportive environment with little student disrup-

tion; their classrooms do noweflect a negative atmosphete.

Ina study of a Georgia county'school system, Coker, Medley, and

Soar (1080, p. 134) found that certain specific teacher, behaviors were

related to achievement and self-concept gain,.while others were not.

,(Some of the negative behaviors are often encouraged in teacher pre-
.

and in-service education programs.) Several'of the b4haviors

related to achievement were selecting appropriate goals and objeceiveg,

involving students in organizing and planning, giving clear and expli-

cit direction4 having. proper listening skills (listen to students),-

respecting the rights of others 40 speak, and maintaining self-:control
rt

at all times. Those negatively related to achievement were .pausing,

eliciting, and responding to student questions; using nonverbal comelni-
,,

4

cation; providing teacher contact when studentsare.not'on task; allowing

- 12-
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students to have a voice in decision making; and using praise and/ar

rewards. Use of student feedback to change teaching strategies was ne-

gatively related at the elementary level'and positively related at the
1.

high school level. One-to-one counseling was posivitely related with

elementary-mathematics but negatively with elementary language arts'.

1

It was' interesting io note that some of the behaviors related (either

positively or negatively) to achievement gain were related' to gain in

self-concept. Those behaviors that produced gain in self-concept were

use of student feedback to alter teaching strategies, expectation of

self-control, use of praise and/or rewards,,acceptance and incorpora-

tion of students ideas, and use of one-to-one counseling. The behaviors

A 4P
that produced negative self-concept development were use a variety

of methods, use ofproper listening skills, use of nonverbal communica-

tion, provision of teacher contact when students ire not on task, and

presentation of supportive classroom management. Appropriate goals are,

negatively related to gain in self-colcept in intermediate grades and

positively related in primary grades%

It is apparent that the Coker; Medley, and Soar study raises more

issues than it settles., or confirms, while challenging what has been

commonly accepted by 'Ile profession. For example, Morgan (1979.),.in a

study of effective teaching in New York City high schools, found that

there is an interaction between curriculum and teaching Behaviors.

Teachers who are active and give directions to students are more effec-

tive and'provide an environment for students to become involved in

purposeful learning. He also 4ound that the'high school currieulUm

should be "open" (have.more diversity), but that without active teacher

direction studentsbecome purposeless ujtder an open curriculum. Yet

t
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Palladino (1979) found that effective kocial- studies teachers in New

York City use an indirect teaching style (that is, they use indirect

verbal interaction, accept feelings, praise or encourage, accept

student ideas, use both open questions and closed questions,, and re

spond to student questions in a manner similar.to-the indirect verbal

interaction found in middle -class homes). Morgan's suggestions and

Palladino's findings 11ustrate differenCes in the literature, concern-

ingkwhat "is" and what "should be."

Marjorie Powell (1979)iand Fisher, Marliave, and Filby (1979),

reporting the findings of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (over

a six-year period involving several hundred elementary teachers in Calf-

fornia), found that student-attention-to- and time-on=task, considera-

- ,tion af student success rate, specific content covered, academic focus

(learning,ls valued and is Important to. the student), and a cooperative .

classroom environment all contribute to effective teaching. A primary

finding of the study is that "academic lea'rning cime" will improve

student achievement, and that staff development pould be designed to

Improve teachers' skills in expanding academic learning time ((allocated

time, student engagement, student,success rate), in the classroom.

More specifically, Gage (1977, 1978),culled the/chewing suggest-

ions from his research on the scientific base of teaching:

1. Teachers should have a system of rules.that allows students
to attend to personal and procedjral needs without checking
with the teacher.

2. Teachers should move around e room and be aware of the

needs of individual studen_ .

3. Indepeddent assignments should be interesting, worthwhile;

And completed without teacher direction.

4. Daily class schf!dules should be placed on the board so that

students are given specificdirections. This reduces the

- 14 -
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need for extensive direction giving.

)

5. Teachers should call on a student by name before asking a
question. Questions should be distributed, such that
students are given equal opportunity to respond.

6. Less able students should be encouraged to answer
.questions; therefore,' questioning techniques,should be
adjusted to their needs.

Adkins (1979), in reviewing Gage's reseatch listed nine'veral

statements ftlr teachers: (1) the specific base of teaching should be

supplemented by what _,eaehe-i's know of the art of teaching; (2) teachers

should experimenththings they do not do well; (3) teachers should

solicit opinions and ideas from students.and encourage .Student partici-
>

pation; (4) achievement and attitudes should be concerns of teachers;

(5) "open" and "innovative" models of instructional organization do not

produce the level of achievement that formal (non-punitive) procedure do;

(6) teachers should not be fearful of being critical (but infreqUently)

of academically oriented students and of high SES students; (7) maximum

time-on-task for Students should be provided; (8) experimentation (explo,-

A /
ration, creativity,'self-direction, games) should nat be tdken form time-

1/4-

on-task; (9) clarity, enthusiasm, and vividness should be encouraged in

teachers. 0
Brdphy (1982, pp. 527-530) of the Michigan State University Insti-

tute for Research on Teaching (IRT) reviewed the large scale National
4

Institute of Education and Follow Through Studies of the 1970's and found

that teachers do impact on students and that there are eight teacher

characteristics (or behaviors) that relate to student outcomes: charac-

tetistics of effective urban teachers. They are: (1) teacher expecta-
,

dons, role definitions, and sense of efficacy are well defined, are

congruent with each other, and are accepted by the teacher; .(2)-students
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are given the time to learn; ('3) classroom management and organization

is efficient and directed to the task of learning; (.4) curricul.fm for

each student is a match.between achievement and levels of difficulty--

that it, students have a high degree of succes6 (or mastery), move rapid -,

ly, but move in small steps; -(5) teachers are actively engaged in teach-
,

-.ing-they are not just managers of instruction; (6) Leachers teach to

0
mastery; particularly lower-level objectives; (7) teachers distinguish

amdhg grade levels,"that is, teachers teach children at lowergrides dif7

ferently and use different instructional modes than at,the upper grade

levels; and (8) teachers develop a friendly,learning environment without

decreasing a strong academic thrust.

It becomes apparent that'effective urban *teachers have several class-
,

room characteristics in common. The most notable is their emphasis on

time-on-task, not only for their students, but for themselves. Students

are giveh time to learn, are expected to learn; instructional Modes are

usee.to facilitate learning; teachers are-active in the teaching/learning

process; what is to be learned is the next logical step in the learning

sequence; and sVidents move from one mastery-level to another. Allied

to time-on-task is control.' Effective tead'hers 'have well planned class-

rooms that focus on learning and enable teachexs to have control. Each

student is in a directed task, but eachttask reflects an understanding

on the part of the teacher of appropriate learning and instructional

principles appropriate for the student. Effective teachers provide con-

structive feedback4to students. The feedback is to facilitate learning;'

it is clear; directed to learning, and non-punitive. Finally, effective

teachers know when it is appropriate to use a particular teaching

A
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strategy--one tilat fits a particular grade level or group of students,

For example, one gtoup of students will react more positively to-affec-

tive teaching than another. Or individual (or smell group) instruction
,..

may be more effective and ef ficient for one group or grade level of stu-

. ,
dents theft for another. 'the above generaa\characteristiCi have been

......

.i

culled from research that Includes student outcob.s-as part of the crite-

ria -!asures.. Thus more confidence can be placed in the results of such

research than can be placed on results from studies that deal only' witb

perceptions. These are clearly important instructional characteristics

of effective urban teachers, and they should be an important part, if,

ot the base, of pre- and in-service teacher education programs.

B. The Effective School

Leachers do not operate in isolation; they are part of an orga-J
o

nization in a particular building that is called a schodr. There ate

urban schools that are considered effectiVe (in producing learning) and

there axe urban schools that are considered to be ineffectual. Just

what makes an effective school is still being studied; however, the

.research indicates that strong school building leadership, and a positive

school learning climate are two'very important factors in establishing

and maintaining an effective School (Brookover, 1979; Centra and Potter,
4

1980; Edmonds, 1979;..14ilfer, 1982 Weber, 19ii; Wynne, 1980).

Leadership.' There is no'qllption that in most schools the

building principal stets the educational tone of the school. Thus the prin-

,cipal is crucial to effective schools. Principals can be effective lead-
.

ers by recognizing their poiter and'influence and by emphasizing achieve -

melt throughout the school, working with teachers in developing instrucr.

q.
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tional strategies, ensuring a positive school climate that will encourage

learning, monitoring Student progress, beipg aware of the curricula in
4

all grades, relating goals, objectives, andimatviala to the curricula,

and supporting teachers (Sweeney, 1982).

Ronal Edmonds (1979) reviewed Over 17 research studies; Edmonds and

FrederiksAn (1978) looked at specific urban schools; and Gilbert Austin

(1979) surveyed 23 studies dealingwith exemplary Schools. They found

that the effective school has a strong Principal who exerts positive and

Creative leadership--leadership that brings the school together. There

it
is hilh expectation of achievement for students and teachers in the

effective school. The effective,school is orderly but not rigid. Stu-

dents are expected to learn and acquire basic skill?. Teachers are-alSOL"..,

encouraged to try new approaches. Student progress is constantly moni-

tored--with considerable reliance on teacher-made tests and teacher

judgement. There is greater local control over curriculum', program,.

and staff. Students, teachers, and the administration feel that they
......

41

.have some control over their Own d stinies. Th more effective,school

establishes a satisfactory home-school relationship clith parentf.

. :Similar results are.reported by Wynne (1980)sand Clack (1980). In

.addition, Wynne Cound a high level of communication existing in effec-
-

iiveschdols. Ef.fectiVe schools had high morale, stable staffs, clearly

established and written rules and policies (for teachers, for students,

and for student expeCtations), a safe environment,'a high level of trust

,
between .teachers, students, and parents, and high levels of contact among

all three groups. Clark also found emphasis on staff development and in-
-.

service education in effective urban schools.

The Weber study (1971) of four high achieving urban schools indica-

e
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cated *hat'each school had a strong leader who took the leadership role

with the beginning°reading program. This carried over into a:continued

emphasis on reading. In accord with Lezotte -'s (1980) findings these

.
schools had high student expectatiomb and an orderly learning climate.

f,

Shoemaker and Fraser (1981) cite.the New-York Study of 1974 that was con-

ducted by the Office ofrducation Performance Review., Two Mtnhattan

elementary schools were examined--one high and one low in achievement.

Again a strong principal,,open communication, positive learning environ-,,

a

ment, and an emphasis on a coherent teading Program contrived to the
4

.

m ,

success in the high aEhieving school. t

. ..

.

It is evident that a strong building principal is important to/an
, .

.....,,,

effective school. The prXqipai must not only be strong and active, but

0

hg/she must be sensitive to the needs of the students and the teachers.

and be willing to,set expectations for both. The principal must be in-
.

terested in-and concerned about children, teachers, the. sChool, cognitive

achievement, and positive attitude development. In addition, it is.cru-

6

cial that the.principAl, along with students and teachers, develop a

pos.itive school learning climate. 16

School Learning Climate. School learning climate, as defined

by Brookover et al,. (1982, p. 2), includes "any aspect of the school social

system that is associated with the level: of student learning," .This inclu-
.

sive definition is important because it focuses ,On,student learning and

the facilitation of that learning (paicental support, school discipline,

classroom management, instruction, school organization, a4 so on, as they

affect student learning and' achievement).

School learning climate as it relates.to student achievement in urban

communities has been the subject-bf,much study by Brookover aid' others

- 19 -
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(Brookover,,1977,'1979; I:ezotte, 1980). They identified specific fact-

ors necessary to effect an improved school learning cliinate. The iden-

tification and communication of the goals and objectives of the specific

school is a factor.' Effective schools recognize that all stulents have

the potential to learn and have adapted their inseructional program to

relect this. Frequeht communication among dtafif,co plan and,evaluate

instructionbAs another important component. This would corr&boAate the
.

concerns regarding communicatio, in general, as expressed by Watson

(1979). LezOtte (1980) cites adoption of the lllooftrumastery paradigm as

a reflection of the factors necessary for an improved learning'cl

t

mate
.

(that is; define objectives, creale*time line,, instruct, practice, ad-

minister formative testing, rellitruct.and provide enrichment, and

summative evaluation). As indicated in the previous section, the

principal is the instructional leader. It is his/her charge to coordi:-

nate the mastery learning model, to encourage and support the process,

and recognize and rewardlgood teaching. Finally, a support staff to

aid teacher instruction provides a valuable boost to improved learning

climate.

Lezotte (1980) finds that effective teachers in schools with im-

proved. school -wide learning climates have some characteristics in com-

mon: (1) their expecvation for student: achievement is closely related

to their expectation for thefr owlksuccess with the task; (2) these

teachers have organized their classrooms into a. positive learning envi--,
A

ronment; and (3) mastery learning is an integral part of their curricula.

In summarizing the more sAcific findings of research on school

learning to Aate, Miller (1982a) divi:les the findings into three major

0

e.

categories: (1) the ideology (beliefs) of the schools for teachers and

-20-
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students; (2) the organizational structure; and (3) effective instruct-
4

ion. Effective-school research indicates that teacher ideology includes

the following: all students can learn; teachers communicate to every-,

one expectations that all student can-learn; belief that teaching ca4-

make a difference; improving test scores are appropriate goals for .

schools and individual student; everyone is committed to teaching and

learning; and there are high professional norms. Student ideology in

effective schools includes the following: learning and achieving are

. -

important and there is pressure for achievement; there is a high self-
-> -*

concept of one's ability; and learning makes a differEnce to the indi-

vidual. Role definition for teachers, princ'pals, and students'is a -

part of the orgonizational'structure of effective schools: The roles

are defined in terms of academic achievement, for example, effective

teachers get all students to achieve. The reward system (centered

on the attainment of achievement); less grouping or stratification in

'schools and classrooms, grade level as the minimum goal of achievement

for all students, and Tarental support at school and home chat

on achievement are'all part of the organizational structure of the

effective school according to Miller. Instruction that Contributes ,to

effective schools focuses on achievement as its major goal and is found

in an orderly, work-oriented school. Direct instruction or mastery

learning are important instructional delivery systems. Also, the use

of time-on-task, academic teams-learning games (modeled after

sport competition), effective reinforcement practices, and the use of

assessment data to improve schools are part of effective instruction in

effective schools.

The studies reported here indicate that although effective schools

0
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have at least two factors in common (strong leadership; positive school

learning climate), no one single factor contributes exclusively to

school effectiveness. A combination of factors all interrelated, con-,

tribute to making an effective school. One strand that does appear to

exist in all effective-schools research, either explicitly or implicit-

ly, is commitment: commitment to learning, teaching, and the students

on the part of the professional staff (teachers, administrators) at the

school building level.' As stated by Ornstein and Levine (1981), school

influences student performance and this influence can be changed (Posi-

tively) through indiviudal school efforts.'

C. Summation

This section reviewed the current literature focusing on ieach-

er and school effectiveness factors,as they relate to higher student

- ,

achievement levels. Starting'with the process-product research of the

last lecade, research was examined in an effort to cull those teaching

behaviors that appeared most likely to effect positive change. Teacher

clarity of instruction, time-on-task, well planned classrooms, active

teaching, teaching to .mastery, adjusting the curricula, and teacher

knowledge of appropriate goals and objectives and how to reach them,

are but a few of the teacher effectiveness factors that were reported

across studies.

Attention was focused on the effective- school literature. One

factor contritluting to an effective urban school seems to be strong

positive-educational leadership. Other criteria include stable staff,

high morale, high expectations, clear cut rules, and a high level of '-

trust and=the development of a positive school learning climate. It is

-22-



apparent from the studies and research that multiple interactive factors

contribute to making an urban school effective.

The one major conclusion that can be derivedfrom all the litera-

t Jre in Section II is that urban teachers and schools can be effective

-and can make a difference. This a lesson that must not be list, to teach-

ers, administrators, teacher educators, and of course those who have lost

faith in education in urban areas.

III. The State-of-the-Art: Pre-Service Education Programs for the Urban
Community .

A. Overview

Pre-service teacher education programs thdt educate and train

teachers in the 1980's for the 1960's will produce teachers who will be

woefully out-of-step with the needs of the children, theschools,.and
.

the communities. This can only further the distance between schools and

their communities. Although addressing the problems of in-service eduta-

tion, Burrello and Oibaugh's (1982) warning that there is a disparity be-

tween what is being,done and what research is telling us can be done is
6

appropriaie for pre-service edutation as well. This dictum is further

supported by Medley (1978, p. 2Q) who states that "Teacher Educators

should adopt as primary goals the development of competencies needed

(1) to create and maintain the learning environment, (2) to help pupils

in learning, related materials; (3) to implement the kind of instruction

which the research indicates effective teachers provide." Effects 'T

------t-esthitsh-iVedeveral common behavioral characteristics, and these 'cbar-_

atteristics have been identified in the research literature (see Sec-

tion II of this monograph). Thus, pre-service education programs should

23 -
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A

develop.teachers who'care about the students, explain materials in a

thorough and interesting manner, help students toward mastery, build

positive relations with children, provide learning time, exhibit trust,

are Concerned less with punishment, and know a variety of instructional

`modes and techniques (Brett, 1979; Hamptai,,1980; Sizemore, 1981).

These and other traits should be incorporated into teacher edUcation,

4
regardless of model or type of design.

Coupled-with a focus on individual teacher traits must be an empha-

sis on the urban community and the -urban school. To do this, pre-service

teacher education must be exposed to a variety of courses and expe-

riences that...address urban concerns. Courses such as: Multicultural

Education ,(University of California, San Diego), The City as a Cultural.

Lab (University of Colorddo at Denver), Problems of Urban Education

(Georgia State University), Social Science in Inner City (Jersey City
0

State College), Ald Community'Problems (Temple University) are examples

o: offerings found.in.pre-service-education programs that take pre-service

teacher education students into the reality of the urban community

and the urban school while dealing with education from the past to the

present.

k. major component of today's pre-service teacher education 'is the

extensive use of urban-based field experiences. A significant force in

the development of field experiences in urban education programs has

been Teacher Corps. The Teacher Corps moda..was initiated to prepare
,..,

'teachers for urban schools through a two year teaching internship, serve

low-inco areas, encourage change in teher education institutions

(univers7ties and colleges), emphasize team teaching, foster individu-

alization of instruction, develop competenzy-based education, and serve

-24-
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the nation's schools (Boutwell, 1966; Conner, 1967; .Pisaro, 1966; Stef-

4")

fensen, 1975; Wegher, 1976): Teacher Corps.grew out of President John-

son's "War onvZoverty," although it was enacted as title V-BI of the

Higher.Edncation Act in 1965, hence its concern with low-income families.

It should be.notedthat Teacher Corps was never excluAvely urban orient-

ed; in fact in 1969 amendments were passed to the Education Professions

Developmeht Act (that had housed Teacher Corps legislation since 1961)

allowing projects to serve juvenile delinquents and youth and adult offen-

ders.{Wegher, 1976). Still, Teacher Corps andh4had a major influence and

urban teacher preparation thrqugh f field-based emphasis, while provi-
t:

ding Teacher Corps interns the opportunity to earn a degrhe and a teach-

ing certificate. Teacher Corps.demonstrated through its projects that

there is more than one viable approach to teacher education, and that

early extensive field experiences are hallmarks of effective teacher

education programs (Collins, 1978; Marsh, 1979; Wegher, 1976).' (In 1974,

Congress broadened the charge of Teacher Corps to include the'retraining

of experienced education personnel. --Consequently', Teacher. Corps moved

quickly into in-service education, with only a minor commitment to pre-

service education. Furthermore, it should be noted that Teacher Corps

1
1

undingno longer comes directly fro& Washington. In 1981 one founding

was placed in the block grants given to the States. Funding for specific

Teacher Corps projects is now. an option left to the States and local .

school. districts.)

Today, the importance of field experiences, is widely recognized by

many educators XIshler and Kay, 1981; Stevens,- 1982). Field-based expe-

riences are broader than the traditional student teaching, required of

all for teacher certification, and frequentlY start early in the pre-

- 23 -
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service program. Field experiences cover a wicie range of in-school ac-

- tivities for the pre - service' college student, for example, observing the

classroom; individual tutoring, functioning as a teacher aide at times,

attending teachers' meetings, teaching mini-lessons', and other activi-

4

ties aimed toward a better understanding of the urban school and class-

_room..

'A broad survey by isnler and Kay (1981) xives some insight into

the speclec use of the field-based experiences. Two hundred, and forty

institutionsof higher learning responded to this national suVVey. $inety-
,

nine percent of those responding indicated a field-based pre-student

'teaching experience.. While 16% of the responding institutions were in

cities of 500,000 or-aess, urban sites were used by 70% of the institu-

tions on an average of 53% of the time. The most frequently repog.ted'

field-based activities were obsetvation of instruction - 99%; tutoring

- 98%; reportpg back to inNlitUtions of higher learning - 95%; perform-
, A

ing non-instructional tasks - 91%; operating media - 86%; planning ins-
.

truttion 84%; designing instructional material -82% (Ishler and Kay,

181, p. 17).

As previously stated, field-based experierices are usually started

early in a student's program, often in the freshman or sophomore yeari--

and tend.to be more than a single experience. It is not uncommon for

programs to mandate 10Q or more clock hours .of experiences out in the

field before student teaching. For example, the Stateof Kentucky will

require a minimum of 150 clock hours of clinical and field experiences

in all secondary education preparatOiyprograis starting in 1983. Field

experiences are an important and valuable segment of teacher preparatory

programs .
1
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ing:

'Gehrke (1981) offers the fon:owl:IL, rationale for field-based train-
f-

1. The opportunity to learn the realities of teaching is
-"enhanced: It puts learning in_a_proper context,

2. Students,becoie more involved in the effects of their
efforts in a real, rather than'simulated, situation.
Field-based training acts as a motivator in this capacity.

3. Career choice and commitment is facilitated. Students can
test whether they want to teach,

4. It'is economically more feasible as a training ground-than
.drlab school!' situation. .

5. Additional human labor is provided-in the schools and the
classroom to meet community needs..

6. It provides an academically stimulating situation for both
the general practitioner. and the theoretician. The professor
of education is exposed to the current aortivities of the class-
room. This should proVide alMore realistic base of instruction
at he university. Being in the field could provide the pro-
fessor an opporiunity to generate new knowledges through field-
based., research.

Although not stated by Gehrke, another value of taming professors of

education out in the field monitoring their students is the possible

4
cross-pollenization of ideas and methodologies between classroom teach-

ers and the professors.. This has an important in-service function for

classroom teachers. The "State-of-the-Are"can be brought into the class-

room in a subtle, if liot unobtrusive, manner.

The selection of appropriate and varied field experience placement

has been recognized by teacher educators. Horak (1981) suggests that rhe

amount of time that a teacher preparation student spends in the field may .

not bethe only factor influencing his/her behavior and attitude. The

_mode or the type of classroom ,..xperience is also a factor. For example,

it was found that pre-service students in self-contained classrooms pre-

ferred'a more structured than unstructured curriculum; this was particu-
,

32
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larly true in science teaching. Horak emphasizes the need for field

experience to be different and varied, Fisher (1980 ) states that
,

Student attitudes. toward teaching can be improved' by placement with a

supervising teacher trained in generic teaching skills and the use of

feedback procedures. \

q , -

Early placement and the amount of time spent in the field are im-

portent elements'in a field-based program; however, and admi-

nistration; type of placement experiences, and the interacting school

personnel are important considerations that make major contributions

to the development of the type of teacher entering the profeision

(Mendoza and Webb, 1981; Wilsbn, 1979). In general, learning isfacil-

,
itated when one starts at the concrete level with the contextual expe-

rience, learns the theoreeical and conceptual rationale, and is able to

apply both on the, independent level (in the field). It is evident that

field experiences, and not just student teaching Is a major part of

most urban teacher etion programs. There is a wide commitment toty
field experiences in programs that prepare teachers for urban schools.

This commitment is found in the models andtYpes of pre-service urban

teacher preparation programs described below.

B. SiVected Innovations and Programs

During the.first half of the seventies, many universities and

colleges 'embarked on..programs to improve their pre-service'education for

the inner-city. 'Most included field-based programs. planned jointly with

the involved school district. The following are selected examples of

programs that were developed.

The Brandom University- Winnipeg, Canada (Winnipeg, 1975) program
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gave the option of one'additional year to allow students to spend 5Q%

of their 60 credit hours in student teaching (each student teacher had

to be at least 21 yeari of age), in culturally diverse schools in the

Winnipeg School System. Brandom actively recruited inner-city minority

residents in an attempt to break down existing community-school barriers

and to bring more minorities into.theteaching profession. Most of the

recruited minorities were Canadian Indians; they received a training

allowance similar tQ that paid by the Canadian Manpower System. The

program was developed through heavy consultation with the Winnipeg School

Division (school system).

North Texas State University and the Dallas Schools (Simms, et al.,

1975) developeda program that merged didactic instruction and clinical

'Rtactice in a professignal semester. The program includes a field-

based CBTE profess'ional semester in three of Dallas' inner city schools,

to. reduce the gap between theOry and practice, give pre-service teachers

exposure to urban school teaching and related community agencies, and
4 . ,

improve teacher education by involving in-service teachers as part of

the teacher education team. Although public school personnel partici-

pate fully, funding came from the regular college budget. All success-
.

ful student-teachers receive positions in the Dallas system. It is

portant to note that this iirogram is now at ongoing option in the uni,

versity's teacher education plan.

A 'prograni specifically designed to prepare sAudents forinner-city

teaching of the mildly-retarded, learning disabled, behaviorally disor-

dered, and-children in the regular classroom was established by Bowling

Green State University (Elsass,1978). Students could, exit the program

armed with triple certification. Seniors, who have completed all other
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..
requirements, spend six weeks on campus in a concentrated course of Spe-

0

cial Education methodology. The next five weeks are spent in Toledo agen-

cies working with urban yoilth. They move from this into thtee, seven-week

--- -student teaching'assignments (one- for -each area of cerrification), This

program is unique for several reasons: it Involves a full year of study;

the emphasis is on behavioral disorders; an agency component is included;

and the student teaching situations are very challenging. Staff involve-
-

ment includes faculty, graduate students, and agency personnel. Recommen-
cm,

ditions resulting from the project speak to the following:. total commit-

ment by the university staff, caftul evaluation by the staff, establish-
_

ment of,strong rapport with the college-seniors, and the importance of

volunteer status for the more difficult placements.

Indiana University at Bloomington has a cultural immersion field'ex-

perience option'composed of an American Indian Reservation Project, a La-

tinotino Project, an Urban Project, a d an Overseas Project (Mahan, 1980).
' .

The urban project stresses_direct involvement withinner-city Blacks .in

an effort to help them hel,p'themselves. From 1972-80, only 10% of the

education majors opted for any bf the alternatives. Those who got involved

tended to be more socially and politically active students. Non-partici-

pants were seen as not being risk-takers. They were unwilling to live

and/or work in a non-middle-class environment, and many stated that tbelr

parents discouraged the involvement.

An innovati'e, performance based, interdisciplinary program in ele-

mentary and secondary education was piloted at the University of Toledo

(Dickson al., i972). The program, as stated, was performadbe based.

Ojbectives were specified in behavioral terms with clearly defined evalua-

tive criteria. The teams of instructors involved with the program repre-
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sented a variety of disciplines. Their goal was to unite urban educa-

tion institutions (schools, colleges of education) with other facets of

- the urban community. The Unimersity worked closely with the Toledo Public

Schools and many community agencies. The program which was based on

the Ohio Model Teacher Education Design, was funded through the College

of Education and the Sears Roebuck Foundation. Modularized objectiVes

were,developed and sequenced into either four elementary or two secon-

dary sequences - -they replaced the traditional "courses." All education

students were required to participate in the program. Results of tilt'

program were positive. Team teaching, close school-community relations,

management strategies,'and change strategies all developed in the pro-

ject.

4.-

4

In the 1972, tenjuniors, recruited for their potential to work in

the inner city, were selected for alpilot project conducted by Gary (In-

diana) Public Schools and Moorhead State College (DiPasquale, 1972).

After a three week campus-based orientation program, students were moved

to Integrated ap rtment complexes in the inner city to begin their total

immersion progra ., Students functioned first as teacher aides; gradual-

4

ly, they assumed more independent responsibility. Outside-community in-

volviment was built into the project, as well. Ongoing,seminars invol-

ving academicians and practitioners from bOth the college and school sys-

tem completed the plan. The project was declared a success based upon

student self-appraisal, project evaluation by school personnel, and stu-

dent competency as determined by the cooperating teachers. Although no

statistical information is available, the following recommendations emerged

from the project evaluation:

1. There should be integration of field-basqd experience, theo-
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retical pedagogy, and community involvement.

2. Two courses should preced6 the extensive internship--an

orientation course that includes some practical experience

and a field experience course that exposes students to

diverse cultural groups.

3. Living with the community being served is valuable.

In the early 1970's, the State University of New York at Buffalo and

the Buffalo City Schools cooperatively developed a Center for Pre-Service

EducatiOtt to integrate'theoty and practice TrKbroad-based field eiiperi-

ences (King and Mycio, 1975). Students not only observed and participated

in five cooperating middle and high schools, but they observed other

schools for contrast. The students examined the sociological base of

education and developed ethnographic skills. They received a macroview

ofteaching through their experiences in the program.

It is apparent that the preceding innovations piloted witOin tradi-

s
tional teacher education, contain components, that are now routine in pro-

grams preparing teachers for urban schools.: broad field experiences,

working closely with urban schools, ,focusing on important target groups.

Strong field-based programs are found in the-following programs: Univer-

sity of Alabama in Birmingham; University of California, San Diego; Du-

.
quesme University; Jersey City Stat2 College; Viversity,of Louisville;

Teachers College, Columbia University; !Temple University; and the Univer-

eity of T6ledo. In addition, there are'strong bilingual programIsat the

University of California, San Diego; University of Colorado ikt Denver;

Teachers College, Callable University; and Temple University.. While Ham-

line University targets Native Americans in the Twin Cities (MN) area,

Rockhurst College, through the Cooperative Urban Tenches Education pro-
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gram (CUTE), provides an inner-city,experience in.Kansas City for studemts

pridarily from the midwest who might not be exposed to'such an experience.

IV. The State-of-the-Art: In-Service Education, for the Urban Community

A. Definition

In-service teacher education, also known as staff development,

has become a crucial component of the urban schools. Because in-service

education programs are designed fer the professional development and con-
.

tinued education of-practicing teachers, administrators, and school staff,

in order to provide quality education for students (to enhance achieve-

ment), the in-service programs for urban schools should deal with prob-

lems and concerns of-the urban schools. The bottomline, however, must

be the translation of in-service education into teacher/administrator tie-
.

haviors that will produce maximum learning in an effective school that is

staffed by effective teachers.

A conceptual definition of,in-service education would include all"

theoretical and practical activities that occur after a person is certi-

fied. Since in-service education occurs after initial certification,

participation is, to some degree, an option open to the individuals dis-

cretion: Participation may be built into some collective bargaining con-

tracts, mandated by state departments of education through requirements

to make teaching certificates permanent and/or encouraged through mone-

tary incentive (deficit model, McLaughlin and Berman, /977; Hutson, 1981),

encouraged through released time (developmental model), or a function of

professional and/or personal need on the part,of the teacher. Individuals

participate for a variety of reasons and factors.
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Graduate programs and graduate offerings may have an in-service

thrust.' Although there may be a degree or an additional certificate

awarded, this does not preclude these offerings from being considered as

-In-service-programs:- Many solleges/universities offer a special series

ofOltofkshops or courses designed specifically to meet in-service needs

(they may or may not be taken for credit). These are called "university-

based" in-service progrims. Series of courses on classroom management

and micro-computers are-examples of such programming. It is not uncom-

. mon for institutions of higher education to work closely'wit school dis-

tricts in an in-service mode, to provide in-service support or expertise

(Boston, Chicago, Columbus, OH, Los Angeles, New York City, Phiiadelphia,

Richland County, SC), and work closely with one or more colleges or univer-

sities in providing in-service options for their professional staff. itoci-

evcr, there can be a difference between traditional degree programs and

in-service education. Elfenbein (1978) explains in-service education

through a comparison of the concept with traditional graduate education.

The latter tends to be theoretical, be less practical, require higher

thought processes, involve more outside work, and be more challenging.
A

Conversely, in- service education is more job related, more practical and

useful, and more teacher sensitive.

B. Needs and Goals

There is no question that we are in the midst of an education

recession. A direct result of this has been described as the "Graying

Of America's Teachers" (see Section I of this monograph). 'in 1975, the

median age of all teachers was 33. Elementary teachers had an iverage

Of 7.4 years of experience; high school teacheri averaged 8 years in the
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profession (Elfenbein, 1978). This is much different from the average

3 years in the profession in the 1950's and 60's. Some form of 'continu-
e L.

ing education becomes mandatary if we are,to continue to tafuse the pro-

fession with new and-proddttive ideas and techniques.
/ e.

-
. _

Along with the-non-growth and aging teacher
1

Vopulatioll is the very
0.

changing urban society, with its changing demands on the urban schools
14k

(refer to Section I). Consequently, urban school programs have not

stayed static--new programs are being introduced and old ones are being

revised in order to improve the academic achievement of children in urban

schools (Levine, 1982).

The. Urban Education Studies, begun 4,1977 under the direction of

A

Frances S. Chase, investigated programs in major urban areas across the

country. (Walter, 1981). It was concluded that urban areas'have embarked

on new school: prOgrame that must.necessitate new role expectation for

teachers and consequently more in-service training. New-York, Denver,

and Dade County use a lot of community-interaction in their progfams.

Dallas and Philadelphia involve business and industry. Basic life skills

aiel'nor a part of the curricula of New York, Denver, and Indianapolis.

The Chicago Mastery Approach is another example of innovative programming

for which pre-service education has not prepared the teachers adequately.,

(It is interesting to note that the effective programs in our major ci-

ties have some common core elements: (1) strong, risk-taking leaders;

(2) more 16cal autonomy where instructional practice is concerned; and

(3) school -based management that can adapt to change in its own way.)

Schurr and Sciara surveyed a sample of teachers to determine in.-

service needs (1977). A 61 item instrument was used. Results were fac-

tor analyzed; 12 factors emerged. Those receivil ighest priority were
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in-service programs focusing on Behavior Problem Aanageiaent and Indivi-

dualized Instruction (N.02266). The second highest areas were Structured

Instruction and General Methodology. Evaluation, testing, and cultural

'plurality topics received the lowest priorities. Yet, however, 'others

see in-service as a means to solve problems, provide remedial help to

teachers, provide motivation and upward mobility, and as a means-of re-

taining one's position in a system (Florio and Kof&, 197.7).

The retaining of one's position in a system has become more signi-

ficant because of the reductions-in-force (see Section I) facing many

urban schools and, for thole who are hired, the changing of certification

requirements in,many states. Teacher competence via testing and observa-

tion priCar to certification is a part of man .state programs News-
,

letter, Summer, 1981). Georgia has had subject-related pencil/paper tes-
d

ting in place since 1978. Observation of beginning teachers in Georgia

began in 1980-81. Florida requires testing prior to certification--they

plan to include an observation component fortify. This observation will .

4

be completed by a peer, an outsider, and the principal. An assessment

instrument delineating'14' cOmpetencie.s will be used. Remedial in-service

will be made available. A similar model should be operational in South

Carolina by July, 1982, and the State of Kentucky is seriously consider-

ing,competency testing and_a first year observation, period prior to is-
,

sUing a orovisiod'al certifilate. Thus,'in-service programs will have
, --

an even.410611e important job retaining significance for some new teachers

(those who have deficits).

It is interesting to note that Howey believes that the quality of

in-service edUcation is directly affected by pre-service edycation (Ho.-

wey, 19707). He suggests that a transition step be built between Ore-
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and in-service education--that is, an internship. We would further

suggest that preservice,teachers be trained to expect and use in-service

continuing educaton like their counterparts in medicine and law. New

teachers must be aware that their professional education will continue

to need updatingthrough their professional careers, and that such train-

ing is crucial in environments that are in a constant flux.

Be4ts and Howey delineate three general goals of, in-service educe-
4

tion: enhancing adul
.

nition of intra- and interpersonal development

which impinge upon teacher effectiveness (adult:development), altering

school environment to enhance effective teaching (environmental condi-

tions)% and altering instructional behaviors (pedagogical changes)

;(Bents and Howey, 1978). Since these goals tend to be.more individual,
)

,

0 or

developmental, and situational - specific icy nature (as opposed to being

institutional), in-service that is school based or classrooi focused-over

a period of time would appear to be appropriate (Berman and McLaughlin,

197'i; Carberry, Waxman and McKain, 1981; Edelfelt, 1977; Glassberg and
0

Oja, 1981; Greenwood et al., 1975; Hippie and Chi-isstiansen, '1979; Hovey,

1977; Hovey, Bents, and Corrigan, 1981; Katz, 1979; Roper and Nolan, .

4

1977).

Johnton and Sloat
./
(1980) reported results of an in-service progr9m

. .

offered to ejementary teachers by a university. Significant increase in

positive teaching behaviors, coupled with a decrease in negative behavicr,

u
was observed at the conclusion of the in-service. FeAlow-up surveys con-

ducte6 five and twelve months later' indicated that the changes were not

maintained. It would appear that there is a need for more individualized

training0to be conducted over a long period of time. Carney corroborates

this as'it relates to the urban scene (1979). In addition,Jhe indicates
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that in- service programs are better received by urban teachers when

they move from the general to the-specifics of the individual building

and class.

Notwithstariding school district and school building needs, it is

iinportant that in-service recognizes the importance of the individual

teacher.' Each person's needs are important to him/herself, and it is

at that point of referencethgt the in-service programs shpuld be devek;

oped. Dale Mann (1975, p. 22) summarized this issue so precisely, when

ddi

he stated "..:virtually every teacher and every educational administra-

tor,believes their situation is literally unique and thus feel them-

Selves Justified in ignoring any advice or any reform not consciously

tailored to their particular situation. Staff development efforts,

being pointed at individual help to break through that resistance."

Yet school districts, whit generally fund in-service education, must

consider school building and district-wide needs in their in-service

programs. Consequently, it is quite common to see fully developed ir-

service programs focusing on distribt-wide and/or building concerns.

District -wide and bulding-wide in-service programs are the mode, where

there are district funded, or, supported, programs. 'Thus, the accommo-

dation of individual needs must be built into such programs. This can

be done by being sensitive to individual teacher needs (through needs

assessment), having teachers help plan in-service programs, using teach-

ers and outside experts as resources, holding programs at times cnve-

nient to teachers, providing incentives for the individual; individual-

izing instruction as much as possible, and using effective learning and

instructional techniques. Above all, it must be 'recognized that teach7

ers are adults with unique concerns, interests, and limitations; they
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are not like the children they teach (Andrews, Houston, and Bryant, e

1981).

Teacher education differs from traditional adult programs in a va-

riety of,ways. Learning in in-servicetends to be more contextual, spe-

cific, and application oriented. Howey (i981, p. 15) hds identified five

factors that make teacher education different from other adult education.

They are: (1) often in-service is required study--impossibly by local or

state mandate; (2) a teacher is expected to master content and to imme-

' diately demonstrdte learning; (3) learning.mdy rot be selfrenriching--

the end goal of what teachers`-learn is to implement learning in others;'

(4) information, learned is situation specific (teachers work in schools

and all-'information relates to that context); and finally (5) teachers

will-be evaluated by how well their students perform. These five points

provide a great deal of insight into the area of teacher in-setrvite and

how it differs from traditional adult education situations and ex ecta-

tions. WY.

Elfenbein takes into account the above issues, concerns, -need and

goals in her listing of twelve factors that contribute to.effectiv and

meaningful in-service (1978, pp.22-23):

1. It should be part of the total school prograt and as
such stoula occur on-site diiring the work day.,Euthor's
note: Howey, Bents and Corrigan (1981, p. 7 ) reports a
study of Yarger, Howey, and Joyce, In which less than 20%
of teachers surveyed reported other than after-school
courses or workshopej.

2. it should have a definite identity with a budget and
full time staff.

3. It should be well-organized with a governing unit.

4. It gnould identify with school needs.
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5. Those taking the in-service should be involved with

the planning. cluthor's note: In many urban commu-
nities theleac ere unions are strong and are actively
involved In developing in-service ppgrams-for their
members. It would be reasonable for school districts
and the unions to cooperatively develop such
whether they be district-wide or school - based

111-

6. There should be diverse-and flexible offerings.'

7. No charge should be involved--some credit toward :
salary or certification should be included.

S. .An evaluation,of its effectiveness is ncessary
(especially as it relates to the classroom).

9. Action Research" should be onftng.

10. A dissemination policy should be in place.

11. Staffing should 'be as exptrt as possib

12. The emphasis should be on staff develop ent.at

the bulding level.

p
C. History'

In-service programs are not new. Many urban school districts
.

had extensive in-service programs in the 1940's and early 50's. Often

these were discrete courses, usually one or two sessions long, that

focused on a particular program area--for example,,"Art in the Class-
,.

room," "How to Teach Fractionse" and so on. By the 1950's in-service

programs were either Supplemented, or totally replaced, by advanced

-graduate programs (M. Ed., . M.A., and so on). Such degree programs were

encouraged bychanges in salary scales and/or requirements` for permanent

state certification. Ae previously indicated, many Master of Education

degree programs now offered in our colleges and, universities are struc -'

tured and designed to have significant in-service application.

The federal government encouraged in-service education in the late
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1950's and 1960's through such programs as NDEA, NSF, and EPDA grants

and funding., These grants were usey individuals for further train-

ing and in some cases retraining. Funding from NSF nnd NDEA were used,

to develop major curricula (SMSG, BSCS, CHEM Study, and so on) as well.

The thrusts of such programs were general (as opposed to focusing on

classroom problems in specific situations) and were designed to meet the

Needs of schools as determined by individuals from outside the schools

(for example, federal agencies, state departments of education, univer-
. 0 '

sities or colleges). The major problems.with botI the degree'prograis

and the 1950-1960's approach were: (1) although individual teachers

tended to benefit, the real needsand concerns of the classroom (and

school) were not always' addressed by the.new teaching skills acquired,,

Illi
and the brOad curricula changes affected a few selected children.

t
. .

Since these 'funding programs did not focus on school problems per se,

their effectiveness tended to-be restricted.

Urban schools, the type of children in such schools, and the urban

society as a whole have changed drastically since the 1950's and early

1960's. A a result, the federal government by policy and-slaw reduced

funding and programs that-focused on the individual teacher (the type

described in the previous paragraph) and on specific curricular reno-

vations. Instead .the government encouraged the development of thrusts

that were school-based-or district-wide (for example, Teacher Centers,

Teacher Corps) and were heavily influenced by classroam'needs (Dtniais

et al., 1980).,

As the demand for new urban teachers declined in the early 1970's,

Teacher Cofps,recognized the need to shift emphasis from training new

personnel (interns) for the classroom to providing in-service programs.
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In 1974, ,Congress broadened the charge of Teacher Corps to include the

retraining of experienced educational personnel. An ever-increasing

shift toward'in-service education continued; today Teacher Corps projects

are heavily in-service in design, structure, and thrust (Edelfelt, 1977;

Hord and Rutherford, 1980; Olivarez, 1980; Sarment, 1981; Teacher Corps

Reports, undated). The pre-service thrust of Teacher Coips is limited

to fouA interndper project.

A Teacher Corps in-service project in Arlington, Virginia, in 1976-77

was one of their earlier in-service models (Wittes and Cooper, 1977).

Problems that emerged froi the project concerned time and money, schedu-

teacher apathy, lack'of administrative support, and sojne poor plan-

1..ing. As a result, it was concluded that much of the in-service wbuld

)

be handled best-at_the-buildihg leVel. In addition, a survey of elemen-

tary teachers revealed the following ince tives for in-service: addition-

al salary, a desire to work with other educational agencies, a goal of

4
becoming a master teacher, and the opportunity to receive free and use-
,

ful material. Secbndary teachers were surveyed, and,it was found that a

sense of achievement and the challenge of reaching excellence were incen-

tives for participating in in-service programs.

As a result of experiences in a variety of in-service projects, it.

became apparent that no one Teacher Corps model encompasses the best ap-

proach. Each situation is unique and requires an approach designed to

meet speCific differences. Generally, it was found that in-service that

focutes on school and classroom problems is more meaningful to teachers,

and teachers should be heavily involved in the plann1ng in order to make

4 the in- service. relevant to them.

A Teacher Corps report Irom Western Washington State College
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Ca

.(undated) capsulized the general approaches,to in-service as adopted by

Teacher Corps.:

1. 'Teachers will become involved in programs which they
helped plan;, outside programs will be rejected.

2. In-service planning will'depend on the strengths of the
planners. The quality of the in-service is a function
of the planning.

3. Teachers will be more influencedby school-based in-
,service than courses on a campus.

4. Models of in-service can vary. Arlington, Virginia
based their program upon utilization of enormous re-
sources from the central office of the system. West-
-ern Washington developed a linkage between the lodil
educationagency and an institution of higher learning.
Vermont placed the local faculty squarely in the
ctnter of in-service planning.

By the late 1970's, in-service education had become a major eduhation-

al activity. This could be seen in the reorientation of Teacher Corps,

the development and expansion of Teacher Centers (Edelfelt, 1982; Sparks,

1982), the organization of the National Council of States on In-service

Education (Hite, 1977), and the number of individuals involved. It was

estimated, that by 1977, 70-80,000 professors, supervisors, and consul-
,

tants, 100,000 principals and vice principals, plus nonsupervising support

roo

personnel were involved in supplying in- service programs at a consider-
.

able cost (Butler, 1978; Howey, 1977). It is clear from the review of the

literature, the changing characteristics and needs of urban communities,

$schools and teaching staffs, and tfie numbers involved, that in-service

education is fast becoming institutionalized in American urban education.

. Models and Types

There are many models of in-service education. They range from

the organizational to the research and conceptual. For example, Nelson

1
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(1976) described five models of in-service educatiori: The Higher Educa-

tion'Model in which an institute of higher education provides evening

and week-end courses; the Contemporary Topics Institute which is usually

based around a current issue--one-time-only workshops are commonrCom-

merce Model involving consultants and entrepreneurs who offer intensive

training; Institute of Higher Learning - Local Education Agency Coopera-

tive Model which is tailored to school needs; and the Systematic Corpo-

rate Moak which involves a conceptual framework, an operational design,

and a support system. Yarger (1976) lists six orWizational types:

Independent - similar to the British model, the in-service is independent

of any educational institution; Quasi-Independent - the in-service pro-

gram has some formal ties with an ori.nization; Single Unit - in-service

administered by a school district; Free Partnership - this is similar to

Nelson's Cooperative Model; Free Consortium - in-service struc.ture desited

and controlled by three or more institutions; and Legislative/Political -

in-service that is prescribed by a legislature, state department of educa-

tion, or the like. Fox (1981) breaks the Single Unit into twd settings,

single school (working on a local issue) and multiple school (wOrking on

district-wide concqrns); he ealls Teacher Centers

"Ad Hoc groups." Many of the in-service programs

either sponsored exclusively by a school district

and uiversity programs

in urban. communities are

(single unit, systematic

S.

corporate models) or organized cooperatively with one or more institutions,

of higher education (Teacher Coris projects are examples of cooperation

. models). Often collegerf or universities provide the expert advisors and

trainer for school district in-service prograis. More"and more school

districts are relying on outside consultants to focus their in-service

I

programs; in a few cases these consultants become the in-service WhaL
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ever model is used, the in-service programs found in school districts

are controlled by the districts with varying amounts of teacher input

d
in their development and operation. Where there are strong teacher

groups, there is a tendency for the teachers to have a strong (if not

dominant) voice in the entire teacher i service prbgrams.

There -are-- several- research, -cone.-eptual,--or _theoretical models_that_

can be used in in- service education. -The models are based on what the

programs are to accomplish or in what manner the programs function, for

example, AnalytiC Frame-work (BOlam, 1978); Clinical Supervision Model*

(Goldhammer, 1969); Concerns-based Adaptation-(Hall, 1975); Developmen-

tal (that is, Piaget, Kohlberg) Education (Glassberg and Oja, 1981);
1

Social,and Personal or Information-Processing Model (Joyce and,Weil, 1978).

Regardless of the conceptual models, there is a commonality across all
1

in-service programs: .a governance or management structure; an instruc-

tidnal format(s); content,

development; often a needs

ning and shared,governance;

in-service program and for

1978; Berman, 1975; Dumais

substance and concepts invovled; incentlye

assessment survey; often collaborative plan-
.

a developmental and maturing state for the

participant-involvemenz (Bents and HoweV,

et al., 1980; Greenwood.et al., 1975; Hutson,

1981; Joyce et al., 1976).

The following Teacher Corps in-service programs illustrate the va-

riety and scope of programs developed by Teacher Corps projects in co-

operation with school systems.

An in-service program jointly conceived by Stanford Teacher Co;

and Hoover Junior High in San Jose, California,is an example of the wide-

ly used cooperative model (Roper and Nolan, 1977). Eight work -study

teams (language arts, mathematics, physical education, social studies,
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bilingual education, multicultural education, _community education, uti-

lization of open space) were organized in a school-wide plan.. Each.had

a faculty advisor from Stanford Unpersity. Teachers were policy makers

and in-service educators. Teachers who were involved in the project were

given released time to work in, their area of concern.

4010,01 climate_is_heat described as "The norms, beliefs, and atti-

tudes reflected in institutional patternsand behavioral practices that ,

enhance orimpede student achievement" (Lezotte et hl., 1980: p. 4), and

in 1978 the University, of Texas at El Paso (Teacher Corps Project) made

the improvement of school climate its top priority. The Project worked

on school climate within the Anthony eIndependent School District and the

Canutillo Independent School District (Perez, 1980). Both populstions

are predominantly low-income Mexican American. They both suffer from a

high turnover of teachers, and a local political scene-that involved

school,politfcs- -thus resulting in high teacher and administrative turn-

over. Traditional teacher education had failed to provide either the

teachers or the administrators with appropriate skills. The project

was planned to last four years. The planning process was multifaceted.
0

Involving analysis of infakmation about students, personnel, community

resources, and the expected outcomes (using a competency-based model

0
which antfcipaied improved student achievement and attitude). Baseline

data was collected from a random sample of Grades i3, 5, 7, 9. Forma:-

tive information was gathered in 1981 using the California Achievement

Test, Texas Assessment pf Basic Skills, and the Survey of SchO1 Atti-

tude. Summative data will be collected in the fourth year of the pro-

ject.
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The Houston Independent School District is the fifth largest dis-

trict in the United States (N..191,000). It is divided into six adminis-

trative districts. The University of Houston. Teacher Corps project is

located in Area VI (Buckley, 1980). Four schools (two elementary, one

junior high, one senior high) were targeted for work. This project anti-

cipated change in several areas:

1. Improved school climate--at present a clean-up campaign
has been initiated at one elementary school; the junior
high teachers have attended a planning retreat; 60 teachers
have met to develop a cross-school Consistency Management
program.

2. Improved Educational,Personnel Development ,SystemL-in July
of l979, 36 teachers from the four schools met to plan
speciNc in-services--these 36 continued to meet through

the year.

3.- Adoption of educational improvement by other educational

agencies and institutions. They hope to synthesize pre-
and in-,service activities into a new teacher (Projcet
Entry) program for 30 first-year teachers.

Evaluation of the in-service indicates that approximately 80% of

the in-service covered was transferred into the classroom. Those con-

sultants who were most successful in effecting transfer used a practical

approach with concrete examples and were willing to demonstrate in the

classroom. A reward_eystem also increased the value of the project- -

teachers received coupons for involvement which could be redeemed for

material.

Other non-Teacher Corps projects cover a wide variety of in-service

models and thrusts too. An interesting'in-service model arose from a

.recognized need at Curley Junior High School in Boston, Massachusetts

(Wittes and Cooper, 1977). In 1972, Curley, a heavily Spanish-speaking

area, became a center of violence.' In an effort to wdrk with their stu-

dents, teachers requested help with conversational Spanish. The Institute

-471.
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for Learning and Teaching (University of Massachusetts-Boston) responded

with a 15-week course that met at the school. This was the first step

change - oriented plan that responded to school needs. Since 1974,

-Curley has been actively voting its energies to,peaceful desegregation.

Many reasons for the success of the program'are offered--one factor is

that the degree of tension and dissatisfaction was at an optimal level

to elicit readiness for change. Several other factors are worthy of

note; the training program was change oriented and thus related direct-

ly to the perceived problems; participants were involved in the process

at all levels; attempts were made to elicit change in individuals (skills,

attitudes, behaviors), in group dynamics (leadership, division of labor,

conflict resolution), and in the organization (power structure, communi-

cation process, goals); time was allowed to build a trust relationship

among participants; in addition, traditional administration/faculty power

imbalances were modified.

The Interactive Research and Development on Teaching (IR & DT) mo-

del, proposed in 1975 by Tikunoff and Ward, formed the base for an in-

service approach used in two school districts (Tikunoff, Ward, and Grif-

fin, 1981). This model teamed teachers, researchers, and developert/

trainers to conduct research while attending tol teacher needs through

research findings, methodologies, and procLdures. The focus was on prob-

lem solving. The strategy was implemented in a rural setting in Vermont

and an urban setting in California. For purpos4p of this paper, we

shall examine model as-it was implemented in the San Diego Unified

School District (1977-78). The team was composed of four teachers, one

researcher, and one trainer/developer. The team studied the following

questions: 4What are the strategies and techniques which classroom
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teachers use to cope with distractors to classroom instruction, aed how

effective are these techniques?" (Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin, 1981, p.-

193). A sample of existing techniques was taken via examination of

current practices in the classrooms. This was done in the Winter-Spring

of 1978. Training was initiated in the Fall of the same year. This

model was well received for a.variety of reasons: ' it came with a prob-
.

lem-solving ntent; support of various groups was apparent; there was

concurrent r earch and development; and during the entire process, the

integrity ofthe classroom was maintained. The participants made seve-
N.

ral recommendations as a result of the program: (1) IR & DT strategies

should be an integral part of research and development at all levels

since the outcomes are viewed as being, more useful by the practitioners.

(2) There must be careful selection and training of the team. (3)

External review and assistance to the project would helpful. (4) A

change in the funding policies is neededL Much current funding is appi-o-

priate for recognized problem areas- IR & DT is both an identification

and solution model--a planning grant would be more beneficial to this

type of in-service.

Mercer City School District in Mercer, California, constitutes ap-

proximately 600 students - -60% are minority children. An I/D/E/A Project ,

School,/they approach in- service education via a'clinical model (Heck-

man and Schmidt, 1978).. They believe that teaching consists of patterns

of action rather than isolated tactics. Clinical observations provide

the teacher with the opportunity to analyze the quality and frequency of

interaction patterns. Such observations also provide a vehicle through

which teachers and administrators work together toward instructional

provement.
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bilingual programs in the State of Michigan have increased from 3

languages in 1975 to .23 in 1980 (Gianneti and Hodes, A joint pro-

ject of Mercy College in Detroit and the Oak Park, Southfield, and Bir-

mingham school districts in suburban Detroit resulted in teacher in-ser-

vice that stressed 1, 4 = training for teachers and paraprofessionals.

The community provided knowledgeable individuals to work with school and

college personnel. A consortium coordinator helped facilitate the progL

ram which focused on methodology, culture, and language proficiency.

.Six courses, dealing with methodology and culture (25 specific competen-

cies)- were offered by the college.' Another course in language proficiency
0

had ten competencies that°were extremely specific--for example, "Con-

duct a mini-lesson in language a_ in the targeted language." In addi-

tion'to community, teacher, paraprofessional, parent, and college involve-
,

ment was State Department of Education invovlement. Communication with

the State resulted in allowing the college to issue an additional endorse-
\

mentto those certified teachers who participated In the program.

The QUEST Program (Questions to Upgrade and Encourage Student Think-

. ing) has met with positive-results (Hughes, 1981). Based on the work of

Lyle and Syndette Ehrenbert, the program involves. 60 hours of staff deve-,

lopment in strategies to teach thinking skills. Teachers in Shaker Heights,

Ohio, were offered the in-service. Coupled with the 60 hours of training

was a minimum of four classroom visits by the trainers. Trainer observa-

tion indicated that there were incrdased thinking strategies employed in

the classroom'as a result of teacher participation in the QUEST program.

Smith and Haley (1981) described an elementary mathematics in-ser-

vice project that was implemented in the Greater Phoenix Arizona area.

During, the summer of 1977-78 District Rgsource Leaders (selected math

sc



coordinators and talented teachers) met with two math department in-

structors from the University of Arizona to plan the program for the

next academic year. Twenty-four resource leaders and 800 teachers par-

ticipated in the in-service. University credit was available. The goals

of the project were to increase competency, share strategy, and intro-

duce interesting methodologies. Evaluation was by questionnaire for

teachers, while student growth was measured by the Stanford Achievement

Test Math Battery, Intermediate Level I. (Grade 5 teachers and students

were the only ones-measures.) ReUlts*indidated that teachers rated

the program as Excellent or Good (only 2 out of 127 fifth-grade teach-

ers gave the program a rating of Poor). Students of participating

teachers did significantly better on Math Computation and Math Applica-

tion than, did students of non participating teachers. There was, how-

ever, no significant difference on the Math Concepts subtest.

Louisiana has just launched a Professional Improvement Program

for educators (PIPS). Teachers are offered additional pay for taking

part in the program (Walton, 1981). Although the program is voluntary,

the approximately $2000 per year salary increase is a great incentive.

J

Thls incentive will be available during and after the five-year cycle

of training, Teachers who take approved academic programs will be

given":rofessional Improvement Points," Work can be completed via

accredited colleges/universities:or state department of education ap-

proved workshops. Walton reported that as of August, 1981, 32,574

teachers (0 of those eligible) had signed up for PIPS. The project

is controlled at the local level. Interested teachers submit a plan

to a school district committee composed of other teachers. Teacher
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evaluations

mittee can

are considered in conjunction with the plan--the com-

ccept, reject, or modify the plan based on areas of

strength an/or weaknerPtevealed by the teacher evaluation. Too new

toassess, the project is receiving support and problems appear minimal.

One final urban plan is worth noting. Thomas Jefferson High

School in Council Bluff, Iowa has an ongoing program that involves

total faculty and administrator support (Hawkes, 1980). Discipline

and a poor school atmosphere are the two 'major areas being attended

to. The 75 indiVidual faculty membep wuk in four groups with. three

administrators and one education consultant serving as facilitators.

The outcome has been the develoraent of school-vide policies to facil7

ieate acquisition of desired goals. Individual student contracts

have been drawn as part of'the procedure. Increased student pride

is noticeable in the care of the building and the attitude of both
ti

students and teachers as the result of the in-service program.

Institutions of higher education are heavily involved in in-

service programs, with about one half of such programs having a for-

.0

mal relationship with a school district(s). Most of the non-school

related in-service programs are composed of individual courses, a

sequenced set of courses, or a degree program.

School -based programs still appear to be a distant third behind

the number of 4istricts that offer a wide varietrof in-service courses

available for teachers to select on their own. Many of the districts

are involved in in-service programs that were deVeloped elsewhere

(e.g. Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement (TESA), Student

Team Learning Techniques).
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Research and Evaluation

Evaluation over time appears to be a major weakness of in-service

programs; there is little follow-up in the classroom(to determine the

effectiveness of the in-service prcgrams (Bents and Howey, 1978; Florio

and Koff, 1977; Howey, Bents and Corrigan, 1981). This 'isn't to state

that all in-service programs are not evaluated; some have built into

.their programs extensive quantitative and/or qualitative research and

evaluative procedures (Budley, 1980; Johnson and Sloat, 1980;__Toweli-and

'Winecoff, 1977; Tikunoff, Ward and Griffin, 1981; Wilson and Blum, 1981).

Given what is known about the changes in urban schools over the

last three decades (Section I) and effective teachers and schools (Sec-

tion II), it would be reasonable to assume that in-service programs would

want to determine their effectiveness through the translation of the

programs into teacher classroom behaviors and interactions, and more

specifically into student achievement. It is impqrtant to note Ebel -'h

(1982, p. 375) statement, "No instructional program should be undertaken

or continued in the absence of eviden5e of its effectiveness in producing

learning." This hold true fcr in-service programs with relationship to
A

student learning. .The previoudly described El Paso (Perez, 1980) and

the Greater Phoenix Arizona (Smith and Haley, 1981) projects are examples

of in-service programs that included student achievement as part of their

--evaluation. Comparative evaluations, such As the following study of a

Teacher Corpsintern program, are rather scarce in the in-service litera-

ture.

In an effort to assess Teachers Corps' contribution to effective

inner-city teaching, 82 sixth-cycle Teacher Corps gradu'ates were matched

with 82 non-Teacher Corps graduates (March, 1979). The instruments used--

3
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to measure effectiveness included teacher questionnaires, SIR Classrooms

Observation Guide for' Teacher Performance, Metropolitan Achievement Test,
/

and the Piers-Harril Self-Concept Scale. Results indicate that Teacher

Corps trained individuals developed more culturally releyant material,

worked more with community resources and parents, had more-positiVe at-
,

titudes toward _reading-development and the causes of poverty, and last,

but not lekst, children (giades 4-6) in Teacher Corps graduates' class-
,

rooms had significantly higher self - concepts. There were some areas

where no difference was found between groups, that is, in questioning

techniques, teaching strategies, and reading ability.

What is even more difficult to find is comparative research on 'the

effectiveness of different types of in-service Modalities. Are released

time prOgrams more effectfVe than after school programs? Do cooperative

programs produce greater change in classrooms than do those non-cooper-

ative in-service programs? Which teacher incentives have proven to be

most effective? Which instructional techniques used in in-service pro-

&rams are most effective? These are but a few of the questions that

need to be answered through systematic research and evaluation.

There are many-re4sons for the lack,of use of research and evalua-

tion in in-service education programs; however,4bne major facton is the

nature of in-service: job-related, prctically oriented, less theore-

tical. Because,in-service is not theoretical and is task oriented,

thete is a tendency to focus only on methodology and procedures without

relating them to their research origips'or base. Generally, the "how

to" is more important than the "why" to the in-service participants,

and this is unfortunate for the progiams as well as for the individuals

involved. The use'of actual research findings, and particularly research
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on,classroom teaching, has been difficult to find in in-service pragrAms

(Lanier and Glassberg, 1981).

_
One can not assume that because a program is practical, it is ef-

_

fective by virtue of its practicality. The practical orientation of in-

service education should not preclude the use of evaluation procedures

to assess in- service effectiveness. The state of the art of evaluation

(quantitative, qualitative), assessment instruments, and follow-up pro-
,

cedures, permitslclassroom, building, and school district assessment of

in-service programs.

Time may be another reason for the dearth of research and/or eval-

uatipn. Since in-service programs tend to be restricted to a particular

time of day, length.per period of presentation (for example, three hours

per week), and length of duration (one session, one sewester, a school

year, and so on), the use of "leis important" background materials

(research) may be limited by time availability. Also, such time con-

straints lay restrict in- service evaluations; in that the process of-

evaluation could take time sway from limited instructional time. Kapel

(19e2) found it difficult to implement a pre-post design evaluation of

an in- service, program because the district involved would not allow time

C7

to be taken from instruction to administer the necessary evaluation in-

struments.

Evaluations-cost money, particularly follow-up studies and,class-
,

room observations. Aside from Teacher Corps, little money has been in-

vested by in-service programs for such activities (Lanier and Glassberg,

1981). There needs to bx. a recognition'in the field that in order to

fassess ineservice programs, there must be a systematic (quantitative nd

qualitative) evaluation,of how participants' behaviors and teaching



-----
___strat-egitsa-hive changed as a result of the in-service, and how the

'changes have affected the achieyement (..f. students in their classrooms.

There is no question, such studies cost money.

Aptitude X Treatment X Interaction (ATI) studies involving partic-

ipants in in-service programs would helpsto refine the programs. These

studies help to isolate those 1..-service treatments, approaches, and

inatructional strategies thatare most effective, given the aptitude

and personalogical variables of the participants involved and the out-

comes desired (Tobias, 19221. ATI studies require planning, time, and

funding, but in the long run they will contribute to makin in-service
N

(programs more effective and provide a data base for future rogram de-

veIopment.

The lack of receptiveness-of participants, in in-service programs,

to research and evaluation may be another delimiting factor. The use

of research as a means of helping solve classroom and school problems

must be established in the minds of participants in order to integrate

research successfully into in-service programs. Research-based in-

service progiams have been suggested as ways to approach the issue

(Feiman, 1981; Hall and Loucks, 1981; Lanier and Glassberg, 1981). Re-

search-based in-service can be designated to: have research findings

reviewed, summarized and synthesized' in relationship to particular prob.-

lems in the classroom or school; approach the development of the in-

service programs systematically; train participants to become facilita-

.
tors of inquiry; use different approaches of research in solving prob4

40 leas; develop materials and strategies based on the problem; and help

participants see the contributions that can be made by research directly

to the classroom: in essence, use research as part of the.content and
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*
The acceptance ofthe evaluation of in-service programs can be fa-

cilitated if the evaluation focuses on whether the in-service programs

satisfy the needs of the participants (and school). Evaluation should

not focus on individual participants per se, nor should evaluation be-

tied to the teachers' reward system; that is, status, tenure, merit,

and so on. It is the in-service program that is being evaluated, not

the individual; evaluation provides the measure of in-service program

accountability. Evaluation should be collaborative; those being eval-

uated should help design and impleient the process (Fox, 1981). If

designed correctly, evaluation can be supportive, particularly if it

takes place as part of a follow-up process. An effective practice for
I

in-service,Rrograns is to have programs continuously evaluated tBurrel-

lo and Orbaugh, 194; this evaluation becomes meaningful when related

to student learning and the real classroom. Once teachers see that

evaluation is not threatening, has become institutionalized in all in-

service programs, is an impprtant segment of in-service, is supportive,

and can make in-service more responsive to their needs, they will be

more accepting of evaluation.

This section has covered the broad area of in-service education,

as related to the improvement of education in the urban 'environment. It

can be seen that there is no definitive model of, in-service, and that

.
there are sti1,l many unanswered issues. Although it is difficult to

state that "nearly everyone is dissatisfied," the Joyce, McNair, Diaz,

and McKibbin statement of 1977 (page 60), "There are plenty of the es-

sential ingredients for success; yet, somehow these are not being brought

together effectively, and nearly everyone is disiatisfied," essentially
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described in-service in 1982.

A Backward Glance with a Forward Thrust

Studies of black inner-city children have indicated that teachers

do have impact,on student achievement (Murnane,i1975). One reason for

concern in this area, however, is the fact that "...communication lines

between urban schools and schools of educapion have grown virtually si-
a

lent of late" (Mackey, 1981:10). Mackey feels that teacher educators

can take steps to ameliorate the situation:

1. The faCt that recent hisbuical events have changed the

form of urban schooling-is evident--that is, the melting

pot theory is archaic. Experts from areas as diverse as

sociolinguistics, industrial psychology, and urban history

should be involved in making accommodations to this change

in education programs. Race is, and will continue to be

a central social issue for the rest of the 20th century.

Here, teacher pre- and in- service training schould include

some means of eliMinating,intolerant and stereotypital

responses to "real" ethnic differences.

2. Teacher educators'must accept the ideological differences

that exist between the,urban community and the college,

university community. There must be continued research

to uncover more about teacher thinking and behavior.

(Medley in 1978 noted that the profile of an effective

teacher is not. always in concert with the way teachers

are trained.)

3. Teacher educators should reorganize the priorities of
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( teacher education--programs tend to attempt too many tasks.

They should concentrate on presenting material about effect-

ive tenhing. Mackey suggests the implementation of exper-

imental programs, based upon research, in highly visible

urban schools. He proposes service to parents as a compo-

nent of such a program. This latter step would help to

lessen the disparity between the urban and college/univer-

sity communities.

As was suggested in this monograph, social and demographic trends

are vital to educational decision making. The school age population is

dropping from a high of over 27 million in 1971 to a projected low of

under 24 million by 1983 (Niel, 1981, p. 8). And yet, some cities are

experiencing a renaissance. Young, mostly white, professionals are

seeking to return to the inner city. Many of these individuals fear the

inner-city schools where minorities still make up a larger group. This

new inner-city society tends to opt for private alternatives to education.

Thus, inner-city schools face a decline in total number of students with

an increase in the proportion of non-white or non-English-speaking stu-

dents, and students from low-income families. It is easy to see the

connection between the demographic and financial situations of city

schools. There will be a decrease in funds (based on public school en-

rollment) for urban schools through the 1980's--however, no decrease in

need is projected.

Over the past decade research on effective teaching and schools has

contributed much to the professional literature. The Works of Smith

(1971), Rosenshine anf Furst (1971), Medley (1977, 1978),, Soar and Soar

(1972) and others led educators to process-product research and beyond.
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Edmonds (1979), Edmonds and Frederiksen,(1978), Austin. (1979), Lezotte

et al. (1980), Lezotte (1979), Brookover (1977,_1979), and others have

provided insights into what makes urban schools effective as well as how

to establish positive school climates. Individual researchers have fo-.

cused on particular aspects of the art of teaching and the various sci-

;

ences that form the "disciplines" undergirding teaching and teacher'ed-
.

ucation (pre- and in-service) related to schooling in the urban community.

Three major Studies in the 70's have provided us with considerable

information (Lieberman and Miller, 1981) on changing schools: (1) The

Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM)--- look at the development of teach-.

ers; (2) The Rand Change Agent Study--a study of federal improvement

projects; and (3) I/D/E/A--a study of change in individual schools over

five years. These three studies found that, improvement occurs simulta-

.

neously on the ,individual and school level. Findings indicate that:

change within the individual teacher takes time; teachers are motivated

by the belief that their actions make a difference for children; teach-

ers must be recognized for what they do well; when program and individual

concerns are similar, positive change occurs; conditions for improvement

are motivated by the principal. Lieberman and Miller glean guidelines

for school improvement from the three studies: (1) consider teachers as

experts in the areas of teaching and learning; (2) implement a reward

system; (3) encourage inter-teacher communication; and (4) accept the

importance and influence of the principal.

Wood and Thompson see the decade of the 80's as a decade of staff

development (1980). They have reached this conclusion because of the

abundant curriculum and instruction plans spawned in the last two decades-.

This projection is shared by the Rand Corporation.
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However, in-service teacher training, as it is now

constituted, is the slum of American education. It is

disadvantaged, poverty-stricken, negleCted and has little
effect.' Most staff development programs are irrelevant
and ineffective, a waste of time and money. Disjointed
workshops and courses focus on information dissemination
rather than stressing the use of information or appropriate
practice in the classroom. Seldom are these programs part
of a comprehensive plan to achieve goals set by the school
staff. -(Wood and Thompson, 1980, p. 374).

(
-In-addition, Wood and Thompson, suggest several reasons for the probe

et

'lens they'perceive in staff development: (1) the negative attitudes to-

ward and lack of satisfaction with current .n- service programs; (2) the

`perception of teachers held by those planning in-service--they see in-

service recipients as trying to avoid involvement, as needing some form

of coercion to participate, and as avoidingixesponsibility for the in-

service; (3) the tendency to-focus on district-wide rather than local

goals; (4) most in-service models'ignore what we know about adult learn-

ing; ideas are.5resented for assimilation and implementation--teachers

are not expected to generate the in-service model; and (5) in-service

training has not modeled the good planning we expect in the classroom- -

that is, objectives, individualization, options, relevancy, and promotion

of trust and concern.

Previous research, empirical data collected from the many experien-

- ces in the schools, and the change-agent studies, such as the Rand Cor-.

poration Studies (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975, 1978), have given rise to

various approaches or models for pre- and in-service teacher education

that can be used in urban schools. Teacher Corps programs,-Teacher Cen-

ter programs, CBTE, CBE, Project T.E.A.C.H., Teacher Expectations and Stu-
-

-dent Achievement (TESA), and others are (or have been) programs found in

,various urban school districts. Despite the availability of research and

many in-service models, many programs reflect exclusively practical orien-
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tation\; too short a length of time-on-tasks, cafetria-type offerings, a

lack of syitematic and directed design and organization, goals and objec-

tives so general as to be meaningless, the lack of participant account-

ability, and little program evaluation. Thus the use of research, and

what is known about in-service models, by such pre- and in-service pro-

grams becomes moot. Given the enourmous costs expended for both pre- and

in-service education in terms .of effort, time, numbers participating,

and dollars, and since research can indeed support such programs,'re-
yi

search, and, knowledge cf current programs can make meaningful contribu-

tions to pre- and in-service education. Yet-, it appears that pre- and

-.-
in-service urban teacher ed.4011Cion is still like the "many faces of Eve"

.

--searching for the most effective approach to improve teacher-prepara-

'don and training, cladsroom instruction, and student achievement.

The authors suggest not only increased research into effective urban

teaching and schools, increased use of research in the in-service pro-

gr,ams tnemselves (content and process), expanded evaluation and greater

accountability, but also 'greater research into the most efficient means

delivering what are found to be the most effective approaches to improving

the education of all children in the urban community. The "national agen-

da for research in teacher dducation" described by Hall and Hord (1981)

must not only be initiated., but teacher education for the urban 'schools

must be a majotr target on the agenda. More research into the one-o-..one

relationship among delivery systems, teaching methodologies (including

curriculum) and student achievement in all three domains (cognitive, af-

fective, and psychomotor) must be expanded. Pre- and in-service education

programs, whose evaluations of effectiveness are based only on participant

perceptiOns, have little significance unless the effects are translated

-



into positive achievement for the clientele in the urban schools--the

.urban child.

We are facing a crisis in urban education. Funds are dwindling,.

teachers are staying on the job longer, often without revitalizing their

skills, and pre- and in-servtce education models have presented little

"hard data" as.to teacher effectiveness strategies, and those strategies

proved effectiye in isolated areas are not picked up for reevaluation

and implementation by teacher education. We appear to'have lost the mo-

mentum of the late 60's and 70's during the "War on Poverty" and "Great

Society" era.

It seems that urban education is still fighting the battle of idea-

tification, recognition, respectability, and acceptability by the larger

society (and more particularly by the larger education conmunity). Inter-

estingly enough, this malaise is reflected by the numbei of publications

dealing with urban education. Only 11 books published from 1979-81 deal-

ing specifically with either urban schools or urban education are listed

by the current Subject Guide to Books in Print (1980) and Boaksin Print

Supplement (1981). This becomes more revealing when one considers 24

books are listed from 1975-78 and 48 are listed Otior to 1975. It should

be noted that in these same directories, 52 for 1979-:1, 99 for 1975-78,

and 190 prior to 1975 are listed for texts on higheI educatioh.

Action mustobe taken if we are to salvage urban education. Gappert

proposes the following (1981):

1. A clear coherent educational mission must be developed by

community consensus.

2. Skills for collaborative planning must be identified and
strengthened.

3. Incentives for institutional reconstruction should be
provided.
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4. There should be acknowledgenurt and dissemination of
'promising practices and model programs.

.5. Communication with students, families, and communities
must be strengthened.

6. The use of evaluation and research as management tools
4 should receive top pr'ority.

7. Patterns and practices of successful urban staff develop-
ment activities should be examined.

Today, we have many choices, and the road we choose in teacher educa-

tion can affect' the urban schools of both the present and future. Because

the drop ).ar-school enrolments has heralded a drop in pre - service educa-

tion, we can now become more selective of those entering teaching and

those-applying for teaching positions in urban schools. Let us use what

we know abut effective teachers to "hone" our training and selection of

newly certified urban school personnel, and let us use what we know about

both effective teacheraand effective schools'in our in-service programs.

There has been a plethora of national, state, and local experimentation

in pre- and in-service education- -now is the time to focus carefully on

only the effective programs, and study the factors that m_ke 'such pro-

grams effective. We need to continue the search for new pre- and in-ser-

vice programs that will once again make the urban schools, as Passow

(1982) described them as they were before the 1930's the elite of American

Education.

(
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